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Economy  
 
Govt set to revise GDP base year 

 The government is going to rebase and revise the GDP year to 2015-16 from the existing 2005-2006, incorporating many 
more emerging areas of economic activities into the calculation of economic output. Once measured according to the 
new base, the country's GDP size and per capita income will go up, officials at the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) 
said, reports UNB. 

 The changes in size of the real GDP will be mainly due to the inclusion of some new sectors in the calculation and price 
changes between the two periods. In Bangladesh, the usual practice was to revise GDP base year in every 10 years. In 
2013, the base year was changed from 1995-96 to 2005-06. 

 The size of GDP at current market price in the last fiscal year was Tk 19,560,557 million, which was Tk 17,328,637 million 
in the fiscal year 2016. The BBS, tasked with the job, has already framed a project to rebase the GDP base year titled 
'Modernisation of National Accounts Statistics Project' with an estimated cost of Tk 110 million (11 crore) to be entirely 
borne from the national exchequer. 

 The Executive Committee of the National Economic Council (Ecnec) in its meeting was apprised of the project. The BBS 
will implement the project by June 2020. Talking to the news agency, a BBS official said the main objective of the project 
was to sensor modernisation of national accounts and related statistics in line with international guidelines and 
recommendations. 

 The other specific objectives of the proposed project are to improve different methods of GDP compilation, updating GDP 
data series (base 2005-06) from 1972-73 to date, develop a database on GDP (base 2015-16) from 1972-73 to date using 
software. The BBS official also noted that the state-run statistics agency will also conduct some surveys to explore the 
potentials of incorporating more new areas into the calculation of GDP. 

 The areas where the surveys will be conducted include private commercial mechanised/non-mechanised land and water 
transport, occupied residential house and real estate services, tourism survey in hotel and restaurants. The statistical 
agency has already identified entertainment and publication as a new sector to be added to the GDP. Tourism, forestry, 
software and captive power has been identified as separate new sub-sectors. 

 The entertainment and publication sectors have drawn substantial investments in the last two years. Rebasing usually 
raises the size of the economy up by 10-20 per cent as well as helps raise the per capita income. According to the BBS 
official, Bangladesh's service sector is growing and there are many new areas, like e-commerce, e-banking, and mobile 
banking, which are yet to be measured with the country's GDP. 

 The BBS had earlier completed the latest rebase as its calculation yardstick just four years back (in 2013) by fixing 2005-06 
as new base period to replace 1995-96. The national statistical organisation, mandated for measuring GDP and other 
indicators, did its latest in 2013 after 13 years. Bangladesh's per-capita income went up in line with the increase in GDP 
size. Bangladesh's gross domestic product (GDP) growth hit 7.24 per cent last year (FY), breaking all the previous records 
in the history of the country. 

 Meanwhile, the per capita income rose to $1,602, which was $1,466 in the previous fiscal year (FY16). It was $955 in 201-
12 measured under the old base year 1995-96. GDP across the world has to be measured under the guidelines of the IMF 
(International Monetary Fund) to synchronise with the global economic activity. Currently, Bangladesh uses SNA (system 
of national accounting) 1993, which has 15 broad sectors with adoption of SNA-2008. 

 
From:   http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/govt-set-to-revise-gdp-base-year-1504628905  
 
BD performance in financial inclusion not impressive 

 Bangladesh lags behind neighbouring India and Pakistan in attaining financial inclusion of people from various social 
strata, according to a survey.  The country ranked 19th, scoring 66 in the ratings, out of 26 countries in the global financial 
inclusion report. The US-based Brookings Institution, which has been releasing the Brookings Financial and Digital 
Inclusion Project Reports (FDIPs) since 2015, said Bangladesh's rank remained same as that of last year.  

 Bangladesh received its highest score (89 per cent) in the country-commitment category which underscores countries 
having enhanced their national-level commitments to advancing financial inclusion. It scored 83 per cent in mobile-
capacity category in the year under review. In regulatory-environment category Bangladesh scored 78 per cent while in 
the adoption category 39 per cent, according to the report. However, among the neighbouring counties, India ranked 
12th, Pakistan 16th and Afghanistan 23rd. Kenya topped the list, followed by Mexico.  

 The objective of the Brookings Financial and Digital Inclusion Project (FDIP), which began in the summer of 2014, is to 
provide policymakers, private-sector entities, representatives of nongovernmental organisations, and the public with 
information that can help improve financial inclusion in their respective countries and beyond. The Brookings used 
selected financial inclusion developments of the countries from June 2016 through the end of May 2017 which are 
captured in the 2017 country summaries and scorecard. 

 The new annual FDIP report, published in August 2017, highlights selected financial inclusion-related updates for each of 
the 26 countries featured in last year's report and identifies possible next steps for advancing financial inclusion, which 
stands out as a catchphrase in the universally designated sustainable development goals (SDGs).  It noted Bangladesh 
committed to the Maya Declaration 2012 by Bangladesh Bank. It joined the Better Than Cash Alliance in June 2015. 

 The report also noted that Bangladesh Bank established the Financial Inclusion Department within the central bank in July 
2015. The country has supported its efforts to advance financial literacy and capability among women entrepreneurs.  
Recent updates for the country are in May 2017 Bangladesh Bank was awarded the Global Money Week Award at the 
Global Inclusion Awards 2017, hosted by Child and Youth Finance International, for its 'sustainable and innovative 
financial inclusion and financial education initiatives'. 

 It mentions that Bangladesh Bank publishes quarterly reports on agent banking. As of May 2017, the latest report 
featured data from January to March 2017. At the time this report was prepared, Bangladesh Bank had published its 
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latest report on the state of financial inclusion in March 2017. Bangladesh Bank has also issued a number of circulars 
relating to financial inclusion. 

 The FDIP says the next step for Bangladesh is to finalise, disseminate, and implement the national financial inclusion 
strategy. The country needs to promote affordability of mobile phones to facilitate greater access to mobile financial 
services and expand the availability of services like credit, savings, and insurance. "Advance wallet-to-wallet 
interoperability with respect to mobile financial services may be next step," the report recommends. 
 

From:   http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/bd-performance-in-financial-inclusion-not-impressive-1504631448  
 
Bank 
 
Bangladesh central bank sends team to Manila to push for heist money recovery 

 Bangladesh Bank has been able to retrieve only about $15 million of the money stolen in one of the world's biggest cyber 
heists. A Bangladesh Bank lawyer, Ajmalul Hossain, told Reuters on Monday the bank was working on "various ways" to 
get back the rest of the money from institutions in the Philippines. 

 Hossain said two officials from Bangladesh Financial Intelligence Unit, controlled by the central bank, would meet 
representatives of the Philippine Department of Justice, Anti-Money Laundering Council and a presidential commission, 
among others. "All the money that was lost has been frozen ... we're trying to expedite the process of recovery," Hossain 
told Reuters by telephone from London. 

 Hossain declined to give details of the strategy to recover the money from the heist, which according to the US Federal 
Bureau of Investigation was state-sponsored. On the evening of Feb. 4 last year, the yet-to-be-identified hackers initiated 
fake transfer orders which sought to move nearly $1 billion from Bangladesh Bank's New York Fed account mostly to 
accounts at the Manila-based Rizal Commercial Banking Corp (RCBC). 

 Many of the transfer orders initiated by the hackers were blocked or reversed by intermediary banks, but $81 million 
made it to accounts in fake names at RCBC. Most of the funds then disappeared into Manila's loosely regulated casino 
industry. The Philippines' Anti-Money Laundering Council has accused several RCBC officials of money-laundering in a 
complaint filed at its Justice Department, though the bank has blamed only a couple of rogue officials. Bangladesh Bank 
and RCBC have exchanged accusations of responsibility for the crime. 

 RCBC was fined a record one billion pesos ($19.54 million) by the Philippine central bank for its failure to prevent the 
movement of the stolen money through its bank, while a top Bangladeshi investigator has said he suspected some IT 
technicians from the Dhaka-based bank helped the hackers carry out the heist. The $15 million that Bangladesh has been 
able to recover is part of $35 million that Manila casino boss Kim Wong had told a Philippines Senate inquiry he received 
from two Chinese gamblers without knowing it was stolen. 

 
From:   http://www.thedailystar.net/business/bangladesh-central-bank-sends-team-manila-push-heist-money-recovery-1457497  
 
Capital Market  
 
Multinationals to pass decision on offloading shares to parent companies 

 The Ministry of Industries (MOI) has asked multinational companies, including Unilever Bangladesh Ltd, to place proposals 
to their parent firms to offload their shares, an inside source has confirmed. The decision was taken at a meeting with 
representatives of multinational companies presided over by MOI Senior Secretary, Md Mosharraf Hossain Bhuiyan. 

 In addition to Unilever Bangladesh, Sanofi Bangladesh Ltd and Novartis Pharma Ltd were also present. The source said the 
ministry will inform all the stakeholders and arrange a high-level meeting for offloading the shares, if the Financial 
Institutions Division takes an initiative regarding the move. 

 The representative said Unilever Bangladesh does not need extra funds from the stock market due to its nature operation 
in Bangladesh, and that it is also not possible to offload its shares in the stock market because there is a shortage of 
existing paid-up capital. The Novartis Pharma Limited representative expressed his company’s interest in offloading their 
shares but also said they do not have enough paid-up capital. After issuing two right shares, Novartis’ paid-up capital 
stands at Tk11.75 crore. 

 “However, Novartis will place the proposal to offload shares as per the ministry instructions,” the representative said. The 
representative from the Bangladesh arm of Sanofi, a French multinational pharmaceutical company, said the Bangladesh 
government holds a total of 45% of their shares. “We have no choice. We have to place the proposal in our next board 
meeting with the parent office,” he said. 

 No representative from Karnaphuli Fertiliser Limited, a company owned by a Japanese firm, attended the meeting so its 
decision was not discussed. Earlier, Finance Minister AMA Muhith said at a meeting that the government was considering 
the possibility of offloading 10% of its shares in Unilever Bangladesh Limited. 

 “The government owns a 39.25% share of Unilever, but Unilever is not interested in offloading it in the local stock 
market,” he said. “Multinational companies, like Unilever, are also not interested to increase their share in the market, 
although they are making huge profits here.” 

 According to the banking division, the government currently also holds 45.32% of Sanofi Bangladesh Limited, 12.92% of 
Novartis Pharma Limited, 51% of Fisons (Bangladesh) Ltd, 12.92% of Organon Bangladesh Ltd, 0.64% of British American 
Tobacco, and 43.88% of Karnaphuli Fertiliser Limited. It also has 48% stake in Hoechst Bangladesh Ltd, 21.88% in 
Industrial Promotion Development Corporation (IPDC) Finance Ltd, 20% in Mirpur Ceramics Works Ltd, and 3.79% in 
Reckitt Benckiser Bangladesh Ltd. 
 

From:   http://www.dhakatribune.com/business/stock/2017/09/05/govt-multinational-companies-place-offload-share-proposal-
parent-firms/  
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264,052 close BO accounts 
 Some 264,052 active BO (beneficiary owner's) accounts were closed in last two months due to failure of depositing annual 

account maintenance fee by account holders. According to information of Central Depository Bangladesh Limited (CDBL), 
the number of active BO accounts was 2,926,932 as of June 30, 2017. 

 On August 31, the number of active BO accounts has stood at 2,662,880 after closing 264,052 accounts from total 
accounts calculated on June 30 last. Of total number of active BO accounts, males own 1,945,310 accounts, female 
706,230 accounts and company 11,340 accounts. 

 According to officials of CDBL, as per report of June 30 on non-payment of account maintenance fee the DPs (depository 
participants) are given a timeframe to deposit the fee. "The timeframe is set after holding a discussion with the securities 
regulator and DPs. The BO accounts are closed if the DPs fail to deposit annual fee within timeframe set by the CDBL," 
said the CDBL official. 

 If a BO account is closed once cannot be reactivate by depositing annual fee. The BO accounts holding securities are 
suspended instead of closing those ones. Such accounts are reactivated when the account holders deposit annual fee. A 
BO account holder has to deposit Tk 450 per year as account maintenance fee. 

 Of Tk 450, Tk 200 goes to government, Tk 100 to depository participant, Tk 50 to the securities regulator and remaining 
Tk100 to CDBL. Previously, the BO account maintenance fee was Tk 500 per year. Later, the CDBL charge was reduced by 
Tk 50 following the proposal of stock brokers. 

 The number of active BO accounts also marginally declined in the fiscal year (FY) 2016-17 compared to the previous FY. 
Some brokerage firms opined that the number of accounts declined as the general investors' IPO (initial public offering) 
quota was reduced in the revised public issue rules. 

 They said a significant number of BO accounts are opened by general investors mainly to apply for IPO shares. An official 
of a brokerage firm said hardly 10 per cent BO accounts opened in his firm are used for share trading in the secondary 
market. 

 "The remaining accounts are used to apply for IPO shares. The reduced possibility of getting IPO shares is the main reason 
of declining BO accounts," the official added. Under the revised fixed price method, general investors are eligible to apply 
for 50 per cent shares of a company willing to go public. The eligible institutional investors (EIIs) are allowed to apply for 
remaining 50 per cent shares. Previously, the general investors were able to apply for 80 per cent shares under the fixed 
price method. 

 
From:   http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/264052-close-bo-accounts-1504633838  
 
Z-category cos witness unusual price hike 

 Some 'Z' category companies having small capital base are displaying unusual price hike amid continuous upward trend in 
the stock market. Since August 22, the companies' share price rose significantly and some of them were on top of all 
listed securities in terms of price change. 

 But the top 10 gainers chart of Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) do not include any of these 'Z' category companies. The DSE 
officials said their chart of top 10 gainers do not include 'Z' category companies as the companies do not hold annual 
general meeting (AGM) regularly.  But the DSE's top 10 losers chart includes 'Z' category companies.  

 According to DSE information, the prices of some 'Z' category companies rose ranging between 39 per cent to 156 per 
cent in last eleven trading sessions.  The officials concerned of the securities regulator could not be reached about opinion 
regarding continuous price hikes of 'Z' category companies.  

 On August 16 the shares of Monno Ceramic Industries were traded at Tk 42.60. Later, the company's share price jumped 
156 per cent or Tk 66.60 in 13 trading sessions including the session executed on Tuesday. On Tuesday the company's 
share price rose 9.97 per cent or Tk 9.9 to close at Tk 109.20. The share price of Dulamia Cotton Spinning Mills, a 'Z' 
category company, rose 9.95 per cent or Tk 2 to close at Tk 22.10 on Tuesday. The company's share price rose 89 per cent 
or Tk 10.40 in last 10 trading sessions.  

 The share price of another 'Z' category company Zeal Bangla Sugar Mills went up 66 per cent or or Tk 26.70 in last 10 
trading sessions including Tuesday's session. On Tuesday, the company's share trading closed at Tk 67.30 with a rise of 
9.93 per cent or Tk 6.10. The share trading of Hakkani Pulp & Paper Mills closed at Tk 81.70 with a rise of 9.93 per cent or 
Tk 7.40 per share on Tuesday. The company's share price rose 23.60 per cent or Tk 15.60 in last 14 trading sessions. 

 The share trading of 'Z' category company Information Services Network Tuesday closed at Tk 26.60 with a rise of 9.92 per 
cent or Tk 2.40 per share. On August 22, the company's shares were traded at Tk 18.30 and in next nine sessions the 
company's share price rose 45 per cent or Tk 8.30 as of Tuesday. Share trading of Meghna Condensed Milk, a 'Z' category 
company, closed at Tk 20 with a rise of 9.89 per cent or Tk 1.8 per share on Tuesday. The company's share price rose 39 
per cent or Tk 5.60 in last 11 trading sessions. 

 Another 'Z' category company Bangladesh Welding Electrodes witnessed a price hike of 9.68 per cent or Tk 1.80 to close 
at Tk 20.40 on Tuesday. The company's share price rose 18 per cent or Tk 3.10 in last five trading sessions. Meghna Pet 
Industries, a 'Z' category company, displayed a sharp rise in share price in last nine trading sessions. The company's shares 
were traded at Tk 9.90 on August 22 and on Tuesday the company's share trading closed at Tk 13.80 with a rise of 9.52 
per cent or Tk 1.20. 

 Another 'Z' category company Shyampur Sugar Mills featured 44 per cent rise in last nine trading sessions. The company's 
shares were traded at Tk 22.80 on August 22 and later the price rose to Tk 32.80 on Tuesday.  On Tuesday, the share 
trading of 'Z' category company MIDAS Financing closed at Tk 33.20 with a rise of 6.75 per cent or Tk 2.1 per share. The 
company's share price rose 12 per cent in last 11 trading sessions. 
 

From:   http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/z-category-cos-witness-unusual-price-hike-1504628579  
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Telecommunication  
 
BTRC to take legal action against PSTN cos 

 Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission has initiated a move to file cases against a number of public 
switched telephone network operators to recover the government’s long pending dues from the operators. The telecom 
regulator initiated the move following a decision taken at a recently-held meeting presided over by BTRC chairman 
Shahjahan Mahmood. 

 A BTRC official said that the commission has been preparing files to lodge cases against the private land phone operators 
as the enteritis’ dues to the government have remained unpaid for years.  Although the companies’ dues to the BTRC 
have been on the rise, the entities have no  initiative to make any payment, prompting the regulator to take legal move, 
they said. 

 The PSTN operators which would face cases include National Telecom, Dhaka Telephone Co, World Tel and SA Telecom. 
Operators blame poor state of business as the main reason for non-payment of regulatory dues, but they tried to save 
their licences, resulting further increase in dues, the BTRC officials said. Besides filing cases, the BTRC would take 
regulatory measures against a number of PSTN operators to recover dues, the BTRC official said. 

 Out of 12 PSTN operators, only two private PSTN operators, Rangs Telecom and Bangla Phone, are currently in operation. 
Industry insiders said that with massive surge in mobile phone services in the country, the PSTN business witnessed a 
setback. According to BTRC statistics of 2016, Rangs Telecom has dues worth Tk 7.57 crore and Bangla Phone has dues 
worth 1.30 crore. 

 The other national and zonal PSTN operators are out of operation and do not pay any revenue sharing, annual fee and 
other charges to the government, said the officials. National Telecom dues are worth Tk 8.62 crore, Tele Barta Ltd has 
17.04 crore, Dhaka Telephone Co has TK 4.20 crore and Peoples’s Telecommunication has dues worth Tk 3.01 crore, 
showed the data. 

 It also showed that among zonal PSTN operators, World Tel has dues worth Tk 2.86 crore, One Tel Communication has Tk 
5.27 crore, SA Telecom has Tk 4.34 crore, Jalalabad Telecom has 5.49 crore, Westock Ltd  has Tk 4.74 crore and Next Tel 
has dues worth Tk 1.32 crore. 

 State-owned Bangladesh Telecommunication Company Limited, formerly known as Bangladesh Telegraph and Telephone 
Board, was the first PSTN operator in the country. In 1989, the Bangladesh Rural Telecom Authority was permitted to 
operate as the first private PSTN operator in the country.  
 

From:   http://www.newagebd.net/article/23325/btrc-to-take-legal-action-against-pstn-cos  
 
Miscellaneous  
 
Govt moves to set up dairy development board 

 The government has taken a move to form a dairy development board for bolstering the growth of the dairy sector, 
promoting production of milk and dairy products as well as developing entrepreneurship in the sector.  The Ministry of 
Fisheries and Livestock has already finalised the draft of a law, Bangladesh Dairy Development Board Act-2017, to 
facilitate formation of the board. The act would soon be placed before the cabinet for its approval, officials of the ministry 
said.  

 They said that the draft of the law was finalised in an inter-ministerial meeting held on August 21 at the ministry with its 
secretary Maksudul Hasan Khan in the chair.  According to the draft law, the board will take various steps to develop the 
dairy sector, set various standards of milk for use of different-age people including children, give registration to 
cooperatives in dairy farming, and conduct research and other promotional and regulatory activities.  

 Milk farm, milk processing and dairy products industry will have to take registration from the board by paying fees set by 
the government once the board is formed.  The board will be a statutory and autonomous body and run by a board of 
directors headed by fisheries and livestock minister or state minister as chairman.  

 The board comprising representatives from public and private sectors will also be able to set up milk farm, processing 
industry, dairy products production and marketing farm with prior permission of the government.  The board will prepare 
and develop a plan for producing milk as safe food commercially and individually, provide incentives on milk production, 
preservation and processing and create market for milk and milk products.  

 According to the Department of Livestock Services, total production of milk in the last fiscal year of 2016-2017 was 92.83 
lakh tonnes which was 72.75 lakh tonnes in FY 2015-2016.  It said that milk production was increasing over the years due 
to increasing commercial farming of cattle for milk and meat production.  

 The production, however, remained far below the annual demand of milk at 1.46 crore tonnes. The production of other 
dairy products such as pasteurised milk, UHT milk, milk powder, flavoured milk, yoghurt, butter, cheese, curd, ghee and 
infant milk foods is below requirement.  The board will also provide trainings to producers and traders on scientific, 
technical and financial management of dairy sector and implement projects for development of the sector.  

 It will also take initiative to create entrepreneurship for milk production and create milk farm and milk industrial zone  
and provide loan to farmers for milk production at individual and cooperative level. The board will collect sample and 
examine the quality of milk and dairy products and take legal actions against those who will fail to maintain the standards.  

 According to the draft law, the board will also set several standards of milk as a safe food for people of different ages 
including children and the farms will have to obtain standard certificates from the board for certain periods by paying 
certain fees.  It will also withdraw the certificates and destroy the products if any farm deviates from the standards.  

 Production, preservation and sales of low quality milk and dairy products will be considered as criminal offences, for 
which maximum two years in imprisonment and Tk 50,000 in penalty will be applicable, according to the draft law. The 
offences will also come under the jurisdiction of mobile court.  It will also arrange awareness campaign about dairy 
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health, production, preservation and processing. The board will hold meeting at every three-month.  The board will form 
a fund with donation and loan from the government, foreign governments, international agency, fees received from 
giving various services and resources get from other sources.  
 

From:   http://www.newagebd.net/article/23393/govt-moves-to-set-up-dairy-development-board  
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